Knowledge prolongs life itself and enlarges the sphere of existence.

John Quincy Adams

Active participation is the cornerstone for building the Academy for Lifelong Learning. Membership is more than a privilege; it is a responsibility. Active participation means:

- Taking courses
- Serving on committees
- Coordinating study groups
- Being an involved Academy member

The Academy provides an open, warm and inviting atmosphere to share a lifetime of experiences with fellow members in an opportunity to learn, grow and serve.

For more information on membership, taking courses and enjoying new friendships, call 508-362-2131 Ext. 4400 or visit www.allcapecod.org.

We extend to you an invitation to join more than 500 Cape Cod residents taking courses and enjoying new friendships. For more information, contact:

Academy for Lifelong Learning of Cape Cod, Inc.

Cape Cod Community College

2240 Iyanough Road

West Barnstable, MA 02668-1599

508-362-2131, Ext. 4400

www.allcapecod.org

The Academy promotes an often-overlooked resource on Cape Cod – the skills, wit and wisdom of our retiree population. It challenges its members to explore new interests and wisdom of our retiree population. It challenges its members to explore new areas of interest in peer-directed learning groups. The Academy is incorporated as a non-profit organization; membership is open to all persons 50 years of age and older. The Academy is supported by tuition fees, contributions, membership dues, grants and public donations.

Being an involved Academy member is important to assure a wide variety of interesting courses and to achieve a smooth functioning organization.
LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES

The opportunities for learning in the Academy are unlimited. By attending Academy classes you will meet others who are just as interested as you in living an active, satisfying retirement on Cape Cod. You can stimulate both your mind and spirit in areas such as:

- Literature
- History
- Great Books
- Religion
- Opera
- Cooking
- Current Events
- Psychology
- Philosophy
- Political Science
- Geography & Travel
- Geology
- Psychology
- Open
- Religion
- Great Books
- History
- Literature
- Art

MEMBERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

Along with the obvious benefits of lifelong learning, Academy members enjoy a host of additional benefits:

- Collegial association and interaction with like-minded colleagues.
- Full use of library, college fitness center and computer labs.
- A 20% discount for one CCC community service, non-credit class each semester.
- Invitations to the many Academy social events and activities.
- Theater and concert outings and field trips developed by study group leaders.
- Cultural events – films, concerts, lectures, and dramatic productions.
- Classroom newsletters throughout the academic year.
- Introductions to the many Academy social events and activities.
- Teachers.
- Intergenerational experiences enrich all.
- A holiday party provides a great excuse to socialize and sing around the piano.

Classes are spacious, comfortable, and air conditioned.

www.allcapecod.org

The courses provide wonderful opportunities for interaction and lively discussion. Even though many Require a minimum amount of preparation, there are no exams, grading or prerequisites.

The opportunities for learning in the Academy are unlimited.

By attending Academy classes you will meet others who are just as interested as you in living an active, satisfying retirement on Cape Cod. You can stimulate both your mind and spirit in areas such as:

- Literature
- History
- Great Books
- Religion
- Opera
- Cooking
- Current Events
- Psychology
- Philosophy
- Political Science
- Geography & Travel